Influence of the SURLAS applicator on radiation dose distributions during simultaneous thermoradiotherapy with helical tomotherapy.
Simultaneous thermoradiotherapy has been shown to maximize the effect of hyperthermia as a radiation sensitizer in cancer treatment. Here we follow our previous work on feasibility of thermoradiotherapy with the scanning ultrasound reflector linear array system (SURLAS) and TomoTherapy HiArt treatment system, and investigate the influence of the SURLAS hyperthermia applicator on delivered radiation dose with the TomoTherapy. A radiation treatment plan was calculated and the treatment was delivered to a phantom with SURLAS on top simulating the likely clinical setup. Proper positioning of the SURLAS was assisted with a magnetic position-and-orientation tracking device (POTD) and was verified with megavoltage-computed tomography. The delivered dose was measured with an ionization chamber (point measurement) and a radiographic film (2D dose distributions). The planned and delivered point dose data agreed within 0.61% +/- 0.63%. Planar dose data agreed within a dose difference of < or =3% of the maximum dose, and a distance-to-dose-agreement of < or =1 mm. The susceptibility of the delivered radiation dose on correct SURLAS positioning was studied as well. The largest dose discrepancy was measured for a position for which a maximum number of radiation beams intersected the incorrectly positioned SURLAS within one TomoTherapy gantry rotation. The point dose disagreed by 6.14% +/- 0.52%, and 2.25% of pixels of the 2D dose distribution did not pass the 3% dose difference/1 mm distance-to-dose-agreement criteria. Our study showed that correct positioning of the SURLAS applicator had an influence on the delivered radiation dose. Delivered and planned dose distributions were in an excellent agreement when SURLAS was positioned according to the treatment plan. Moving the applicator from its planned position was found to cause a modification of delivered dose distributions. A precise and reproducible positioning of the applicator was assured with a POTD.